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Skousen: Through a Glass Darkly: Trying to Understand the Scriptures

through a glass darkly
trying to understand the scriptures
royal skousen

introduction
finland 1I came across a most
interesting book in the personal library of one of the missionaries I1
was very impressed by the scholarly approach that this book took in
discussing the early history of the christian church I1 borrowed
that book and spent many enjoyable hours reading it later after my
mission 1I tried to get a copy of the book for my own library but
discovered that by that time this book was unfortunately out of print
A few years later when 1I was teaching at the university of texas
1I decided to use this book for an institute class on the history of
the primitive church but the book was still out of print 1I phoned
sam weller s in salt lake city and was able to get an early version
of this book from 1952
1932 through 1954 this book had served as the
melchizedek priesthood manual for the church so 1I now had a
bound copy of the three original priesthood manuals but I1 still did
not have the version 1I really wanted finally in 1984 this book was
reprinted so now 1I am the proud owner of a book that has played
an important part in my gospel education the book of course is
james L barkers apostasy from the divine church
the james L barker
it is for me then a great honor to be named thejames
lecturer in language and linguistics for 1985
1983 86 this evening 1I
would like to honor james L barker for his valuable contribution
to gospel scholarship rather than talking about probabilistic and
stochastic linguistics a subject of great interest to you all 1I have
instead decided to give a talk on a gospel subject but from a linguistic
point of view in other words 1I hope to give a talk that would
represent the spirit of james L barkers gospel writing namely
scholarship in defense of the kingdom
I1 have decided to speak tonight about a number of passages from
the scriptures that have caused misunderstanding and confusion
in

1965 while on my mission in
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in each of these passages the source of the difficulty has been the
language of the passage itself sometimes archaic words or changes
in word meaning cause misunderstanding other times incorrect
mi
translations and even misprints
can cause problems much of our
sprints
confusion over these passages can be resolved when we seek to
determine what the words in the scriptures originally meant by
dealing with such semantic difficulties we will find that our understanding of the scriptures will be greatly enhanced 2
OBSOLETE WORDS

in this first section of my paper 1I would like to deal with the
king james version
problem of obsolete words in the scriptures the kingjames
of the bible dates from 1611 and many of the words used in that
version are now archaic and basically indecipherable to the ordinary
reader
consider as a first example the word mete and with what
measure ye mete it shall be measured to you again matt 72
kingjames
james version hereafter cited as KJV
king
KJVI
the greek word here is
reite meaning simply you measure in other words with what
metreite
met
measure you measure it will be measured to you the word mete
has essentially dropped out of the english language although there
is occasionally a literary use of it as in the phrase to mete out
punishment 3
vily
privity
tlly
tily
another example is the word pn
then herod when
an
he had privily called the wise men enquired of them diligently what
time the star appeared matt 27 KJV the greek word in this
lathram
lathrai
case is lath
rai which means secretly we still have a few relics
word pridy
privy in english the euphemistic pn
privy
of the wordpivy
vy for an outhouse
an
also a euphemism the privy council in england and the idea of
being privy to some information but the adverbial fotmprivty
form pn
an vily is
completely gone and an ordinary reader might therefore miss the
sneakiness of herods
hernds methods
As a final example of this type in the new testament consider
first born son and
the word mangen
manger and she brought forth her firstborn
munget
wrapped him in swaddling clothes and laid him in a manger
because there was no room for them in the inn luke 27 KJV
there really is no common modern use of the word manger except
in the nativity scene the english word manger was borrowed from
french and is related to the french verb manger meaning to eat
essentially a manger is a feeding trough for animals
it should be noted however that there are other more general
phatne the original greek word that
meanings that may be given to phayne
phatni
underlies manger like manger phaene
phatne is based on a verb meaning
I
1
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pate
pateomai
aure omai
to eat namely pateomai4
but in addition to the meaning
adre
phatne
phatni there are two other possibilities stall and
manger for phayne
1315 where
stable consider for instance the use ofphatne in luke 1515
any of the three meanings could be possible doth not each one of
tes
you on the sabbath loose his ox or his ass from the stall apo tey
tis
paat
phatnis
phatne
phatie
phat
KJV it is not difficult
nisj and lead him away to watering
to see that the word for the feeding trough itself could be generalized
to refer to the place where the animal would feed from the trough
in fact given the context of luke 27 especially the last phrase in the
verse it probably makes better sense to translate the verse so that she
laid him in a stable because there was no place for them in the inn
the intended contrast in this verse seems to be between a place for
keeping animals a stable and a place for humans to spend the
night an inn 5 this is further supported by the context of verse 12
in which the angel would most reasonably tell the shepherds to look
for the baby in a stable thus 1I would translate the angels message
you
claths lying in a
You will find the baby wrapped in swaddling cloths
a s mou
stable
finally let us turn to an example from the doctrine and covenants
reproving betimes with sharpness when moved upon by the holy
ghost and then showing forth afterwards an increase of love
d&c 12143 the ordinary reader probably interprets betimes to
dac
mean at times that is occasionally or sometimes but originally
betimes meant early immediately orin
or in good time 6 for
instance
forinstance
in genesis 2631 we have the meaning early
and they rose
up betimes in the morning
KJV in the following line from
shakespeare s merchant of venice we have the meaning immediately
or speedily
let me say amen betimes lest the devil cross my
prayer 7 finally in nathaniel hawthorne s marble faun published
in 1860 we have the meaning in good time or before it is too late
it is wise therefore to come back betimes or never 8 but today
hardly anyone knows the word betimes thus readers readily misread
d&c
dac 12143 given the context of this verse it seems best to interpret
betimes as meaning promptly
CHANGES IN MEANING

would now like to consider some passages in which the confusion
may be more serious very often a word will change in meaning with
the result that the ordinary reader unless warned will almost always
interpret the word according to its current meaning and thus make
serious errors in interpretation
consider for instance the word virtue in mark 530 or luke 846
and jesus immediately knowing in himself that virtue had gone
1I
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out of him turned him about in the press and said who touched
my clothes
KJV the modern reader tends to be quite confused
by this passage did jesus lose some of his moral goodness when
the woman touched his clothes in order to be healed in greek
the word corresponding to virtue is dynamis which means power
or strength
in fact the same word serves as the basis for the
technical terms dynamo and dynamite in the early 1600s when the
kingjames
king james version of the bible was published virtue also had this
meaning originally the word came from the latin virtus meaning
manliness or valor and was based on the latin root vir man
over time the meaning of virtue has greatly varied changing from
manliness to warlike power to strength to any noble quality
and finally to any moral quality in particular chastity 9 thus today
comans virtue an etymological impossibility
we can speak of a womans
fortunately for latter day saint readers there is a footnote in the
recent LDS publication of the king james version that explains the
meaning of virtue in this verse in addition 1I would like to draw your
attention to an interesting comment joseph smith made in 1843 on
the meaning of this word
elder jedediah M grant enquired of me the cause of my turning
pale and losing strength last night while blessing children 1I told
him that 1I saw that lucifer would exert his influence to destroy
the children that I1 was blessing and 1I strove with all the faith and
spirit that I1 had to seal upon them a blessing that would secure
their lives upon the earth and so much virtue went out of me
into the children that I1 became weak from which 1I have not yet
recovered and 1I referred to the case of the woman touching the
hem of the garment of jesus the virtue here referred to is the spirit
of life and a man who exercises great faith in administering to
the sick blessing little children or confirming is liable to become
10
weakened
kenedY
wea

another example involving semantic change is the word closet
pra
yest enter into thy closet and when thou
but thou when thou grayest
prayest
hast shut thy door pray to thy father which is in secret matt 66

KJV the modern reader readily interprets closet as meaning a
walk
walkin
in enclosure for storing clothes and unsightly items yet no one
seriously thinks 1 I hope that prayers must be offered in the closet and
with the door shut the greek word here for closet is cameion
tameion and
refers to an inner or private room in a house in fact this was the
normal meaning of closet during the early 1600s as well but today
the meaning of the word has been greatly restricted the intended
emphasis in this passage is on private prayer in contrast to the public
prayers of others compare the preceding verse matt 65
in john 142 we find the well known statement in my fathers
house are many mansions KJV to the modern reader it is somewhat
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strange for a house to contain even one mansion moreover the
word mansion implies a large imposing residence an obvious reward
for righteous living yet in the original greek there is no sense of
magnificence the greek word mong
mone simply means a place to reside
or stay without the implication of extravagance in fact at the time
the king james version was translated the common meaning of
mansion was simply a dwelling place in particular mansion was
used to refer to separate apartments or lodgings in a large house 12
thus many have translated this passage as in my fathers house are
many rooms
one final example of misleading words in the king james
version is the word meat as in pauls first letter to timothy 41 3
forbidding
in the latter times some shall depart from the faith
to marry and commanding to abstain from meats KJV now this
is not a reference to meat that is the flesh of animals but instead
is a more general reference to different kinds of food the original
greek here is a plural form of
broma which means food to readers
oi
oibroma
fibroma
and flesh was
of the seventeenth century meat of course meant food andfiesh
fish 13
used to refer to beef pork and sometimes poultry but not fishj3
broma in 1 corinthians 32 can also
similarly pauls use of this word aroma
mislead the modern reader 1 I have fed you with milk and not with
meat KJV here paul is comparing the new members of the
church with their limited gospel understanding to infants who have
not yet matured enough to eat solid food and can therefore only be
fed milk
now let us turn to a couple of examples from the doctrine and
covenants first consider the use of the word only in that part of the
word of wisdom that deals with eating meat yea flesh also of
beasts and of the fowls of the air 1I the lord have ordained for
the use of man with thanksgiving nevertheless they are to be used
sparingly and it is pleasing unto me that they should not be used
only in times of winter or of cold or famine dac
d&c 8912 13 1921
and 1981 editions in editions prior to 1921 the comma before only
was missing and it is pleasing unto me that they should not be
used only in times of winter or of cold or famine 1879 edition
A reader might interpret this as meaning that meat could be used at
any time not only in times of winter cold or famine
of course the real problem here is in the meaning of only in
the last century the word only very often had the meaning except
dor example the oxford english dictionary quotes a use of only that
bor
for
bor
undoubtedly means except for
for many years the following notice
was painted up at bolton railway station do not cross the line only
14
by the bridge
clearly this is the appropriate sense of only in this
verse from section 89 james E talmage put the comma in the 1921
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edition but not in order to change the meaning of only instead the
meaning of only had changed and the comma was put in so that the
modern reader could read the verse and still get out its original
meaning A similar difficulty with only occurs in my patriarchal
blessing given by william R sloan in 1957 counsel with your dear
parents and they shall never direct you only in paths of righteousness
and without a comma As a youth 1I thought the word
and truth
never was a mistake and 1I was tempted to cross it out but 1I was
wrong now when 1I read my blessing 1I mentally replace only with
except

another example that leads to a misunderstanding in our
scriptures is the word translate as in the eighth article of faith
we believe the bible to be the word of god as far as it is translated

the

ordinary reader tends to interpret this as meaning
that the only errors in the text of the bible are the result of trying
to translate the original languages into another language of course
there are many other errors besides translation errors in the biblical
text we can however make better sense of the word translate
in this article of faith when we consider joseph smiths use of
this word we should first note that the word translate is ultimately
15
acrossj5
derived from the latin trans
transferee
ferre and literally means to carry across
transferre
language translation was originally viewed as a carrying across
since in older manuscript practice the original language was often
put in one column and the translation was put beside it in a
parallel column 16 in addition there are other meanings of the
word translate that show its older meaning of to carry across for
instance we talk about the city of enoch or various prophets being
translated
in fact joseph smiths use of the word translate seems to agree
with the original more general meaning of this word in referring
to the translation of a text joseph smith very often seemed to be
referring to how it had been carried down through time for instance
the eJoseph
joseph smith translation more commonly known as the inspired
th
thejoseph
version was not really a translation in our present day sense of
the word but instead was an attempt to restore through inspiration
the original meaning of the biblical text in fact robertj
robert J matthews
has argued that by using the word translated joseph smith
apparently meant to convey the meaning that is generally assigned
to the term transmitted for as the prophets own statements on the
matter show there was more involved in the history of the bible than
mere translation of languages 17 so the intended sense of the eighth
given joseph smiths usage is probably we believe
article of faith givenjoseph
the bible to be the word of god as far as it has come down to us
correctly

correctly
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A MISPRINT

we now turn to a different sort of error in the king james

version we read ye blind guides which strain at a gnat and swallow
matt 2324 the ordinary reader must undoubtedly
a camel
struggle trying to figure out what it means to strain at a gnat one
might even guess that it means to strain one s eyes while looking at
a gnat the problem here though is not the word strain but the
little word at this is a printing error that has persisted since the
original 1611 publication of the king
kingjames
james version the translators
intended this passage to read as follows ye blind guides which
strain out a gnat and swallow a camel 18 the greek word here
is diylizo
diy&6 which means to filter out figuratively speaking the
Pharis ees could never tolerate a little gnat in their
scribes and pharisees
or anybody else s drink but a camel could be swallowed whole
jesus of course is referring to the strictness with which these legalistic
jews had interpreted the law yet their concern for detail did not
prevent them from violating the most important commandments in
the law

traditional misinterpretations
now let us consider a couple of passages that readers have
traditionally misinterpreted the first one comes from cains answer
to the lord s question of where his brother abel was 1 I know
gen 49 KJV it is easy to
not am 1I my brothers keeper
assume that cain should have been his brothers keeper instead
of murdering him but this interpretation misses the snottiness
in cains reply couldnt abel take care of himself did he have
ror
for keeper shomer
to have someone look after him the hebrew word forkeeper
refers to a watchman a guard or anyone who has charge care or
oversight of something typically we have keepers of sheep baggage
wardrobes altars doors houses gates city walls forests fields
and the king s womenj9
women 19 although shomer does not apply to children 20
the modern reader might get a better feel for cains answer if
we paraphrased it as
how should 1I know am 1I my brothers
baby
sitter
babysitter
another problem verse is in the sermon on the mount the first
blessed are the poor in spirit for theirs is the
beatitude reads
kingdom of heaven matt 53 KJV the phrase the poor in
ptokhoi toi
spirit is a very literal translation of the greek hoi pt6khoi
tol
pneuma
pneumatic
pneumati
ti the english reader tends to interpret poor in spirit in
in other words blessed are
terms of the phrase in poor spirits
the depressed yet if depression were enough tomake
to make the kingdom
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of heaven we would have all probably qualified at some time or
pt6khos poor came from the greek verb
other originally the word
otptokhos
ptossb which means to crouch or cringe since this is a characteristic
pt&s6
ptokhos means beggar21
pose of beggars the noun form pt6khos
beggar21 and the
corresponding adjective has the meaning reduced to beggary and by
extension extremely poor or destitute normally beggars beg for
pneumatic
physical necessities so the phrase t6ipneumatiin
roi pneuma
pneumati
toi
ti in spirit is added to
distinguish these spiritual beggars from normal ones thus those who
beg for spiritual necessities will be rewarded with the kingdom of
heaven a spiritual reward

alternative translations
ALTERN AnVE

would next like to consider an example where an alternative
translation is possible in revelation chapters 1I through 3 the lord
tells
telis
tellsjohn
tellijohn
sJohn to write various messages to the angels of seven churches
teli
tell john
teil
in asia minor bor
for example at the beginning of chapter 2 the
lord tells john to write to the angel of the church of ephesus
v 1 KJV in greek the word angelos means a messenger and is
used in several different ways in the new testament it can refer to
a human messenger sent by god or man a supernatural messenger
from god a guardian angel or an evil spirit that is one of gatans
satans
angels
I1

behold 1I send my messenger ton angelon mou before thy face
mark 12 KJV

and when the

messengers tan
ton angelon of john were departed
luke 724 KJV

and the angel answering said unto zacharias
in the presence of

then said

god luke

and his angels

gabriel that stand

119 KJV

they it is peters angel

depart from me

I1 am

acts 1215 KJV

everi
everl
everlastin
astin g fire prepared for the devil
everlasting
ye cursed into everlasting

matt 2541 KJV

now in the first three chapters of revelation two possibilities exist
either the seven angels are envoys from the seven churches or they are
angels of god there has been a lot of discussion on this subject 22
and most translate angelos in these chapters as angel nonetheless
it seems very reasonable that the seven angels could be human
7

messengers representing the seven churches sent to bring back a
message from the last surviving apostle in fact it is worth noting
passages joseph smith in the inspired version changed
that in these passagesjoseph
angel to servant indicating his belief that the angels were
actually church members
I1
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mistranslations

MIS
TRANSLATIONS

in the final section of this paper let us consider examples where
the kingjames
king james version gives an incorrect translation consider first
the decision of the king james translators to use sit at meat
in those places where the greek verb means recline at meal
for example in john 1312 we have so after he had washed their
feet and had taken his garments and was set down again he said
unto them
KJV this passage gives the reader the impression
that at the last supper jesus and his apostles were sitting but
the custom at the time of the savior was to recline while eating
for instance gardner and jevons describe the greek dinner party
from classical times as follows
As soon as the guests arrived the attendants removed their shoes and
washed their feet and they took their places on the couches in accor-

dance with the directions of their host in historic times the position
at meals was a reclining one though sitting had been usual in the heroic
ages it was customary to lie on the left side and to support the left elbow
with a cushion thus the right hand remained free to deal with the food 23

gardner and jevons also add that two persons on each couch seems
to have been the usual number 24
there is a theory of translation that insists that not only words
but also cultural practices should be translated for the reader since
we no longer recline while eating this approach requires us to
translate recline as sitting down to eat but such a translation

can lead to ridiculous consequences consider for example what
happens later on in chapter 13 of john now there was leaning
kolpoi
kolp6i tou 1souj
on jesus bosom en toi
ie sou
tol kolpon
jou one of his disciples
whom jesus loved v 23 KJV italics added and he then lying
stethos tou ijsou
stithos
ledou saith unto him lord
on jesus breast epi to stettos
lesou
who is it
v 23
25 KJV italics added now if jesus is sitting it
bor
for
will be quite difficult and extremely awkward hor
forjohn
john the beloved
to lay his head on jesus chest so if the translator insists on translating
11
have
recline as sit then the translator should probably havejohn
john lay
hav ejohn
his head on jesus shoulder even though john uses kolpos
kolbos bosom
stethos chest or breast to describe where he laid
breast or chest and stettos
stithos
his head but never omos
amos
5mos shoulder
an even more difficult situation occurs in luke chapter 7 when
jesus feet were anointed and behold a woman in the city which
was a sinner when she knew that jesus sat at meat in the pharisee s
house brought an alabaster box of ointment and stood at his feet
behind him weeping and began to wash his feet with tears and did
wipe them with the hairs of her head and kissed his feet and
with the ointment w 37 38 KJV this would be
anointed them withthe
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if jesus is sitting in a chair and the woman is
standing behind him shed have to bend down and crawl under the
chair to anoint his feet we could have him sitting in a kneeling
especially ridiculous

position so that she might stand behind him and anoint the soles of
his feet but all this is unnecessary if jesus is lying on his side
according to the custom of his time then she can readily approach
him from behind and anoint his feet
the next example of a mistranslation occurs in matthews account
of the resurrection in the end of the sabbath as it began to dawn
toward the first day of the week came mary magdalene and the other
mary to see the sepulchre
matt 281 KJV the problem with
this verse is the translation of the initial phrase opse de sabbaton
originally the greek word opse meant late this led the kingjames
king james
translators to translate this phrase as in the end of the sabbath the
problem with this translation is that for thejews
the jews the new day began at
42
in john 1931 42.
sunset not at dawn this is implied for example injohn
we now know from later greek manuscripts that opse by extension
came to also mean after 25 in other words matthew is simply
stating that the women came early in the morning on the day after
the sabbath it is of some help that the new LDS printing of the
king james bible has a footnote explaining that the greek here
means after the sabbath
this passage has however led to another sort of confusion in the
greek text of this verse there are actually two occurrences of the word
sabbaton the first occurrence is translated as sabbath but the
second is translated as week
opse de

but after
mian
the first day

sabbaton
the sabbath

epiphoskouseii
tji
tei epiph6skouse

eis

as it was dawning

toward

sabbaton
of the week

some have objected that the second use of sabbaton is incorrectly
translated that sabbaton means the sabbath and should always be
translated as such for instance in A marvelous work and a wonder
legrand richards writes
this conclusion that the christian sabbath was on sunday

is further
is called

sustained by the fact that the first day of the week sunday
a sabbath eight times in the original greek bible had the bible
therefore been correctly translated much of the present confusion in
this matter would have been eliminated why would the first day of
the week sunday be called a sabbath in the bible if it were not a
sabbath26
sabbath21
sabbath2621

first of all it should be noted that this explanation incorrectly
assumes that the second use ofsabbaton
of
sabbaton corresponds to the first day
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of the week actually there is a separate word in the greek text for
the first namely mian and the word day is inferred from the
context

but there

more serious objection to this argument over the
meaning 0of sabbaton namely the incorrect assumption that every use
of a word must have the same meaning there is plenty of evidence
that the greek sabbaton was used to refer to a period of seven days as
well as the jewish day of rest one very clear example of the meaning
week for sabbaton is in luke 1812 nestero
fub
sab
fab batou
sabbatou
sabbaton
nesteuo
tou 1 I fast
nisteuo dis tou sabba
twice in the week KJV it doesnt sound like much of a fast if we
translate this as 1 I fast two times on the sabbath 27
moreover there is a very good reason for why the greeks would
borrow not only the word sabbaton from the hebrew word sh abbat
but also the idea of a seven day period of time namely weeks are
gracco roman calendaric tradition they are not
not part of the graeco
attested until quite late in greek or lat
latin
in sources 28 nor should it
seem strange that sabbaton could be extended to refer to a period of
seven days we ourselves use the word sunday to refer to a week as
in the phrase three sundays ago moreover there is some evidence
if the traditional text is correct that the hebrews themselves used
shabbat in this same extended way 29
the hebrew word shabbar
we should also note that the early christians clearly distinguished
between the jewish sabbath and the first day of the week the
ke hemera
kyriake
early christians referred to sunday as the lords day Ayria
kyria
as in rev 110 since this was the day the savior was resurrected
for the earliest christians the lords day was not a substitute
for the sabbath nor a day of rest nor related in any way to the
30 in fact only after several centuries did the
fourth commandment 301n
christians begin to consider sunday as a christian sabbath 31
so in thisinstance
this instance the kingjames
king james version correctly translates the
sabbaton as the first day of the week As far as I1 know
phrase mian sabbat6n
every other translation of the new testament translates this phrase in
the same way or as simply sunday
now we turn to a mistranslation that has caused a good deal of
confusion according to the gospel ofjohn
ofjohn the first person to see the
resurrected savior was mary magdalene when she finally recognizes
him jesus says to her according the the kingjames
king james version touch
me not for 1I am not yet ascended to my father john 2017 now
didnt jesus want mary magdalene
the problem here is twofold 1 why didntjesus
to touch him and 2 why does matthew s account of the resurrection
say mary magdalene and the other mary came and held him by the
feet and wor
worshipped
shipped him matt 289 KJV
stjames E talmage attempts to deal with these
christjames
jesus the christ
injesus
Chri
in
cazl james
potential contradictions by assuming without any independent
is a

carl
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evidence thatjesus
that jesus had to first present himself to his father before
any mortal could touch him
one may wonder why jesus had forbidden mary magdalene to touch
him and then so soon after had permitted other women
to hold
to mary magdalene
him by the feet as they bowed in reverence
christ had said touch me not for 1I am not yet ascended to my
father if the second clause was spoken in explanation of the first we
have to infer that no human hand was to be permitted to touch the
lords resurrected and immortalized body until after he had presented
himself to the father it appears reasonable and probable that between
mary s impulsive attempt to touch the lord and the action of the other
who held him by the feet as they bowed in worshipful
women
reverence christ did ascend to the father and that later he returned
to earth to continue his ministry in the resurrected state 32

all of this attempt to reconcile two differing accounts of the
resurrection is unnecessary the problem here is the phrase touch

but

haptou and
me not the greek form of this command is me
mi mou haprou
the correct translation should be do not keep on holding me 33 or
stop touching me 34 or even stop clinging to me 335 in the greek
verbal system there is a distinction between single or instantaneous
actions and repetitive or continual actions in this case the prohibition
of the abrupt action is represented by the aorist subjunctive me
m mou
hapsei
hansji dont touch me the prohibition of the continual action by
hapsji
haprou
haptou
the present imperative me
tou since the greek here
m mou hap
uses the present tense form jesus was telling mary magdalene to let
go of him in fact we might be able to detect a bit of humor in jesus
response to mary s embrace she cant keep holding on to him he
must go see his father
interestingly in the inspired version joseph smith changed
touch me not to read hold me not thus improving the agreebetween johns and matthew s accounts of the resurrection 36
ment betweenjohns
the next example of a mistranslation comes from matthew
1821 22 then came peter to him and said lord how oft shall my
brother sin against me and I1 forgive him till seven times jesus
saith unto him I1 say not unto thee until seven times but until
seventy times seven KJV we should first note that jesus answer
essentially means that there is no limit to the number of times we
should forgive but given that we may ask what number did jesus
actually say the phrase seventy times seven seems to imply 490
that is seventy multiplied by seven the other possibility is that the
number is seventy seven times and that the king james translators
put the times in the wrong place
in order to answer this question let us first consider how greek
mathematicians expressed multiplication normally multiplication is
represented by using the verb pollaplasiazo
pollaplasi6 to multiply 37 it often
I1 I1
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mpollaplasiasomen epi
appears with the preposition epiby
epi by as inpollaplasias6men
epita
ta y
eliby
edita
I
poieo
poie6 to do or
we multiply by y 38 sometimes the common verb poleo
39
poinson ta x epi ta y multiply x by y 59
poieson
make is used with epi poijson
ept y x by y 40 if we want
and occasionally this is simplified to x epi
to say that some object is x times bigger than another object then
plasios
plas ios fold to the number x for
we add the adjectival suffix blasios
kyklou four times the greatest
example tetraplasios tou megistou
megi stou ayk1ou
1

circle

41

on

ki is used
the other hand the adverbial suffix kis or 41
whenever some action is to be performed a certain number of times
for instance consider the following mathematical statement from
3 79 95
93
theon of alexandria flourished AD 379
579
apheilomen
we subtract

palin
again

epeita
eleita

then

prota heksekosta
minutes literally

in other words
times

ta

twelve

triakontaki
thirty times

first sixtieths

12

kai

rzes
tris

and

three

next we subtract twelve minutes thirty three

42

note first of

all how thirty three times is represented the
adverbial suffix ki meaning times is added after the first number

thirty then after the intervening and the second number three
follows but without the suffix ki also note that the adverbial phrase
comes at the end of the clause it tells us how many times to subtract
twelve minutes in fact this kind of adverbial use of times is the
origin of the times phrase in english as well as in greek from a
historical point of view when we say subtract three times five we
really mean subtract five three times in english as in greek the
adverbial times phrase can also stand right after the verb in such a
case the expression subtract three times five is readily interpreted
as the verb subtract followed by the direct object three times
five from this stage it is easy to use the noun phrase three times
five in subject position as in the expression three times five equals
fifteen 43
now let us look at the greek text underlying matthew 1822
ou
not

lego
1I say

sor
sol
soi

to you

reos
aeo
heos
heoS
until

aeo
afooS
heos
afos
heo

kontakis
hebdomekontakis
hebdome

getta
oetta

until

seventy times

seven

takis
heptakis
hep
seven times

ulba
alba
alza
afla
alla
alia

but

the

hebdomekontakis depta
hepta is precisely how to represent
form hebdomikontakis
seventy seven times in greek it is true that the greek mathematicians
bai
kai
would have normally inserted the conjunction kaland
laf and between the
kacand
kaiand
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hebdomikontakis kai heptad
heptd
bepta
two numbers hebdomekontakis
beata but this would not be
necessary nor is such variation surprising in english for example we
can say one hundred thirty or one hundred and thirty most of
the time new testament writers do not insert kai between compound
numbers 44 so it is not surprising that matthew has hebdomikontakis
hebdomekontakis
depta
hepta without kai
moreover 1fjesus
if jesus had actually meant to say 490 times then the
greek would have to be changed to read seventy times seven times
hep takis this would
hebdomekontakis heptakis
that is hebdomikontakis
wouldmean
mean something
like seventy is the number of times you should forgive your brother
seven times
a very strange expression there is one but only

greek manuscript that actually has this construction namely
theodore bezas codex D and only the original hand 45 this
one

manuscript is notorious for its idiosyncratic and extensive alteration
of the gospel text 46 and when its reading stands alone as here
this manuscript is nearly always unreliable it appears that this
manuscript represents an attempt to force the reading 490 times and
thus the second kis was added in any event the rest of the greek
manuscript evidence uniformly supports the reading seventy seven
times
in addition to the linguistic evidence there is also a clear
biblical allusion that favors the reading seventy seven times in
genesis 415 the lord says whosoever slayeth cain vengeance
shall be taken on him sevenfold
KJV later on in the chapter
when lamech kills irad for having revealed their secret combination
see moses 549 50 lamech says if cain shall be avenged sevengen 424 KJV now
fold truly lamech seventy and sevenfold
the story of cain and lamech is one of revenge if cains vengeance
was only seven times then lamechs
lamecha will be that much worse
larnechs
seventy seven times jesus thus draws upon this comparison from
the old testament but applies it to forgiveness the opposite of
revenge 47
moreover the hebrew text of genesis 424 must be translated as
shiv im wsshiv
salv
u saiva
shivaa seventy
seventy seven times in the hebrew phrase shivim
shivik
seven literally seventy and seven
there is no corresponding word
for times or fold that could be used to get out 490 and in the

hebdomekontakis petra
septuagint this phrase is translated as hebdomikontakis
fetra the
exact same way as it is in matthew 1822
when multiplication is used in the hebrew old testament
it is expressed adverbially by using the hebrew word gamim
poamim
pamim
times 48 in leviticus 258 we have a definite case of multiplication
sab
baths of years unto thee seven
sabbatis
and thou shalt number seven sabbaths
times seven years and the space of the seven sab
sabbaths
baths of years
sabbatis
shall be unto thee forty and nine years
KJV but the word
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seven times seven years

sheva

ghanim
shanim

seven

years

is different in the
gamim
paamim
pamim

sheva
seven

times

the hebrew

word order clearly shows the adverbial use of seven
times moreover the septuagint has the exact same word order for
this phrase
petra
betra

ete
etc

seven

years

hep
heptakis
takis
seven times

hepta as 490
finally if one must translate hebdomekontakis depta
24 in the same way
1124
then why not translate 2 corinthians 11
of the
jews five times received 1I forty stripes save one KJV in the greek
word
order for the numerical expression in this verse is precisely
the wor
wordorder
dorder
the same as in matthew 1822
hypo
from

ioudai6n
loudaion
louv
ulon
aion
dion
loud
the jews

pentakis
five times

para

mian
one

alabon
elabon
I1 received

less

tesserakonta
tessera konta
forty stripes

did paul

receive thirty nine stripes on five different occasions or did
he get 199 lashes all at once on independent grounds we know that
the jews were forbidden to give more than forty lashes beut
thejews
deut 251 3
moreover the custom was to give thirty nine lashes to avoid exceeding
4
dimit 49
the jimit
limit
translating jesus
the evidence then is overwhelmingly in favor of translatingjesus
answer as seventy seven times
what is surprising is how most
recent translators continue to translate this phrase as seventy times
seven when it doesnt even deserve a marginal reading it seems
as if most translators keep looking over each others shoulders
my last example comes grom
from john 539 40 search the scriptures
fromjohn
for in them ye think ye have eternal life and they are they which
testify of me and ye will not come to me that ye might have
life KJV in the greek text the word corresponding to search
is eraunate
eraunate taken by itself this form can be either the present
search
or the present indicative
imperative
you search
older translations characteristically chose the imperative sense for
this form probably because the imperative makes such a handy
admonition for scripture reading yet the imperative causes problems
first of all it makes the reader think that the following clause
explains why we should read the scriptures namely in the scriptures
there is eternal life but if this is right then why did jesus add the
phrase ye think if he only meant to say search the scriptures for
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in themye
thomye
them ye have eternal life in fact the greek word for ye think
dokeite
dokeite implies that their belief may be wrong very often the
doke6 is used in the sense of to suppose incorrectly as in
dokeo
verb dokea
luke 2436 37 and as they thus spake jesus himself stood in
the midst of them and saith unto them peace be unto you but
they were terrified and affrighted and supposed edo
koun that
edokoun
they had seen a spirit
KJV italics added another problem
with the imperative choice is that it would have made no sense
learneddiews
jews to read the scriptures they read them night
to tell the learnediews
learne
and day
eraunate
unate everything
but if we choose the present indicative for era
makes sense essentially jesus told them you read the scriptures
continually for you suppose that in them you have eternal life yet
the scriptures testify concerning me but you do not want to come to
me to have life in other words eternal life is in jesus christ and
nowhere else if these jews would read the scriptures with an open
heart they would be led to christ they read the scriptures yet they
were blind consider jesus final words to them at the end of the
same chapter
do not think that 1I will accuse you to the father
accuseth
bor
there is one that accuse
th you even moses in whom ye trust por
for had
ye believed moses ye would have believed me for he wrote of me but
if ye believe not his writings how shall ye believe my words
john 545 47 KJV the scriptures should bring us to christ
not keep us away but the scriptures themselves do not guarantee
salvation only when we read them in the right spirit will they lead
us to christ

conclusion

the purpose of this paper has been to

show the advantages of a
linguistic study of the scriptures in reading the scriptures we seek to
understand the text in its original setting we attempt to interpret
the words according to the meanings they had when the scriptures
were originally written or translated of course such an approach is
not a panacea some scriptures will never be understood through
human effort alone an inspired reading always helps nevertheless
a linguistic approach can often help us understand difficult passages
most importantly it may make us more cautious about our initial

interpretations of scripture ultimately an approach based on inspiration and knowledge will increase our love of the scriptures for they
will make better sense
yet we will never obtain a perfect knowledge of the scriptures
in this life but we do have paul s promise that someday we will
understand all
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for we know in part
and we prophesy in part
but when perfection comes
then imperfection will cease
for now we see but a dim reflection
but then we shall see him face to face
now I1 know in part
but then 1I shall know in full
even as 1I now am known by him
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